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On the transitivity of the regularity of potential kernels 

by the relative domination principle 

Dedicated to Professor Masanori KISHI on the occasion of his 60th birthday 

Isao HIGUCHI 

ポテンシアル核の正則性の相対優越原理による推移性について

樋口 功

Let G and N be two continuous function-kemels on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. 

Suppose that G satis:fies the relative domination principle wi也 respectto N. We pose the follow-

血.gthr田 problems:

(1) For a lower semi-continuous釦nction，does the N-supe血armonicityimply山o也eι

superh釘mo泊city?

(2) Does the re伊I組 .tyof N transit to the re伊耐ityof G? 

(3) Does the N-thinness at in:finity of a closed set F in X imply also the ιthinness of F at 

加血nty?

h也epresent paper， we shall give也ea盟rmativeanswers to白巴 abovethree problems. 

~1. Preliminaries 

Let X be a locally compact Hausdor宜spacewith countable basis. A non-neg-

ative function G=G(X，y) on XXX is called a continuous function-kernel on X if 

G(川 iscontinuous血 theextended sense on XXX， finite偲 ceptfor the diagonal 

制 ofXXX and 0< G(ぁx)壬+∞ forany xEX. The kernel G defined by 

G(ぁy)=G(ぁx)is called the adjo血tkernel of ι 
We denote by M the set of all positive measur回 onX. The potential G，μ(x) 

and the a母ointpotential G，μ(x) ofμεMare de伽 edby

Gμ(x) = fG(x，y)4μ(y) and G，μ(x) = fG(x，Y)4μ(y) 

respectively. The G-energy ofμεM is defines by f G，μ(x)4μ(x). 

Put 

Mo = {μεM ; support Sfl of μis compact )， 

E = E(G)田 {μεMo; fG.μ(x)4μ(x) < +∞) ， 

Fc(G) = {同E(G); Gμ(吟isfinite and continuous on X ) . 
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A Borel measurable set B is said to be G-negligible ifμ( B )=0 for everyμεE(G). We say 

that a property holds G-nearly eve可whereon a subset A of X (written symplyιn.e. on A)， 

when it holds on A except for aιnegligible set. 

A non-negative lower semi-continuous function u( x) < +∞G-n.e. on X is said to be ι 

superharmonic when for any μεE(G)ラ the inequality G#(x)壬u(吟 G回目.on Sμ 出 pliesthe 

same inequality on the whole space X. 

We denote by S( G) the totality of G-superl町 momcfunctions on X a凶 byPMo( G) (resp. 

PE( G)) the totality ofιpotentials of measures in Mo( G) (resp. E( G)). 

The potential throretical principles are stated as follows. 

(1) We say that G satis白esthe domination principle and write sy血 plyGく Gwhen 

PMo(G)CS(G)・

(II) We s可 thatG satisfies the maximumprinciplewhen lES(G). 

(III) We say that G satisfies the complete maximum principle whenフforany non-negative 

number仏 PMo(G)U{a}CS(G)・

(IV) We say that G satisfies the relative domi問 tionprinciple with respect to N and write 

symply GくNwhenPMo(N)CS(G). 

(V) We say that G satisfies the tra削 itivedomination principle with respect的 Nandwrite 

symply G L N when， for μEE(G) and vεM伊 aninequality Gμ(x)壬Gv(x)on S.μimplies the 
inequality Nμ(x)話Nv(x)on X. 

(VI) We say that G satisfies the balayage principle止forany compact set K and any 

μEMoラ thereexists a measureμ'in Moフcalleda balayaged me仰 ureof μon K， supported by K 

satis骨ing

Gμ'(x) = G.μ(x) 

Gμ， (x)孟 Gμ(x)

ιn.e. on K， 

on X. 

(VII) We say that G satis自由 theequilibrium principle if， for any compact set K， there 

exists a measureγin Mo， called a equilibrium m印刷reof K， supported by K satisfying 

Gγ(x) = 1 

Gγ(x)豆 1

G-n.e. on Kフ

on X. 

(VIII) We say that G satisfies the relative balayage principle with r回pect的 Nand write 

symply G ~ N if， for any compact set K and anyμεMoフ thereexists a measureμ" in M sup-

ported by K satis布ing

Gμ"(x) = N;μ(x) 

Gμ" (x)豆 Nμ(x)

G-n.e. on K， 

on X. 
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(医) We say that G satisfies the continuity princ伊leif， forμEMo， the盟国tecontinuity of 

the restriction of Gμ(x) to S，μimpliesthe直面tecontinuity of qμ(x) on the whole space X. 

REMARK 1. On the relations between the potential theoretical principles， the following re-

sults are well known. 

(1) If a continuous function-kemel G satisfies the domination p由lciple，then both G and 

G satis布thecontinuity principle (cf. [5]). 

(2) For a continuous function-kemel G， the following four statemen臼 areequivalent (cf. 

[5] and [7]): 

(a) G satisfies the domination principle. 

(b) G satisfies the domination principle. 

( c ) G satisfies the balayage principle. 

(d) G satisfies the balayage principle. 

(3) Let G and N be two lower semi-continuous function-kemels on X. Suppose that both 

G and G satis布thecont也uityprinciple. Then the following three statements are equivalents (cf. 

[7]). 

(a) GくN. (b) GCN. (c) G~N. 

~2. Transitivity of superharmonicity 

First we shall prove that the superharmonicity of functions is a transitive property by the 

relative domination priciple. 

THEOREM 1. Let G and N be two continuous function-kernels on X. Suppose that G satis-

F町 therelative domination principle with respectωN. Then we have S(N)C S(G)， namely， a 

lower semi-continuoωfunction is G-superharmonic ifit is N-superharnomic. 

It is well known that when GくN，G satisfies the continuity principle but G do田 not

necessarily satisfy the continuity principle. Therefore we can not use the theorem of M.KISHI 

directly (cf. (3)血 REMARK1)・

For the proof of THEOREM 1， it su曲cesto recollect the following 

LEMMA 1 (cf. [2]). Let G and N be two continuous function-kernels on X and K be a non-

negative lower semi幽 continuousfunction嗣 kernelon X.庁G-<N-< K， then GくK，namely the陀欄

lationくおtransitive.

~3. Transitivity of regularity of function-kernels 

For a Borel function u and a closed set F， we put 

S~(G) = {v E S(G) ; v(x)註 u(x)ιn.e.on Fト

百leG-reduced function of u on F and the G-reduced function of u at in.βnity d on F are 

defined respectively by 
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if S~(G) 労ゆ

if S~(G) = o， 

Rfl(u)(x) = 1nιREncω(u)(x)， 
ωヒ~ 。

where we denote by [g 0 the totality of all relatively compact open sets. 

For any closed set F， the subset So(F; G) of S( G) is de自nedby 

So(F;G) = (uεS(G) ; Rf;d(U)(X) = 0 G圃 o.e.00 X}・

A continuous function-kemel G is said to be regular when 

PMo(G) C So(X;G)， 

and is said to be regular on a closed set F when 

PMo(G) C So(F;G). 

REMARK 2. It is well known that the following five statements are equivalent each other 

(cf. [3] and [6]). 

(1) G is regular. 

(2) PE(G) C So(X;G). 

(3) Ppc(G) C So(X;G). 

(4) For any measureμ司 (6)，1f//(匂)(x )=0 everywhere on X. 

(5) G is regular. 

The regularity of function-kernels is a transitive property by the relative domination prin幽

ciple， namely we have the following 

THEOREM 2. Let G and N be two continuous function-kernels on X such that both G and 

Nsatおかthedomination principle and that every open setωf昇。)is non幽 negligiblewith respect to 

G and N. Suppose that G satis.戸目的erelative domination princijフた withrespect to N. Then G is 

regular if Nおregular.

For the proof of THEOREM 2， first we remember the following lem血 aobtained出 [4].

lEMMA 2. Let G be a continuous function-kernel on X sati，功lingthe domination principle. 

Then for any uεS (G ) and any compact set K， there exists a sequence (，μn;;;l CE(G) such that 



Sμn C K， 

Gμn(X)壬
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Gμ叶 l(X)孟 u(x) on X， 

点型。Gμn(X)= U(X) G・M ・onK. 

Further ~μJ立1 お vaguelybounded and its vague accumulation pointμ， fulfills 

Gμ'(X) = R~(u)(x) on X. 
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LEMMA 3. Let G and N be two continuous funαion-kernels on X satisfying the domination 

principle. Suppose that G satisfi白 therelative domination principle with respectωN. Then we 

have 

So(X，N) C So(X，G). 

PROOF. Let uESo(X，N)CS(G). For anyωεro 0 and any compact set K， there exists， by 
virtue of LEMMA 2， a sequence (ん):1C E( G) satis削ng

Sμn C Cωn K， 

Gμn(X)孟 Gμn+1(X)壬 u(x) on X， 

点-ft。Gμn(X)= U(X) G-n.e. on Cωn K. 

Anda va伊 eaccumulation po血tμ，of (ん):1fulfi11s 

Gμ'(X) = RgwnK(u)(x) on X. 

For any vεFc( G)， we denote by伝ゐnK a ba1ayaged measure of v on Cωn K with respect 
G. Then we have 

fRgwnK(U)dv = fGfl'dv壬 JJ担。 Gflndv置 nq準。 fG.μndv

=nE弘 fGvdfln= 点取。 fGv~，ω nK dtμn 

z nq型。 fG.んがゐnK話 fud九ωK壬 JRFO「1K(u)dbMK=JRpnk(u)dv，

where the last two inequalities are obtained by the fact that九ωnKis in E(N) and that 

R~'山(u) is in S(N)姐 dhence in S(G) (see THEO郎 M 1). Letting K andωtend to X， we 
have 

fR~ð(U)dv 話 fRtð(u)dv = O. 

Consequent1y， u belongs to So (X， G) and hence we have 

So(X，N) C So(X，G). 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2圃 Supposethat N is reg叫ar.

By our assumption th剖 anyopen setω#ゆisnon-negligible， there is， for anyμEFc(G)， a 

measure vEE(N) such that Gμ(x)孟Nv(x)on S，μ. Then， by virtue of the relative domination 

principle， we have G，μ(x)壬Nv(x)on X. 

The kemel N being regular， Nv(x) belongs to So(X，N). From the relation 

So(X，N)CSo(X，G)血 LEMMA3， it follows that both Nv(x) and G，μ(x) belong to So(X， G). 

Therefore， by (3)担 REMARK2， we can asserts that G is regul町 .

This completes the proof. 

~3. Transitivity of thinness at infinity of closed set 

A closed set F in X is said to be G周 thinat inβnity O when 1 is in So( F， G). 
Finally we prove that the thinness at血自国tyof a closed set is also a transitive property by 

the relative domination principle. 

THEOREM 3. Let G and N be two continuous function-kernels on X satisfying the complete 

maximum princ伊le.Suppose that G satisfies the relative domination principle with respect to N. 

Then a c/osed set F is G-thin at infinity oザitis N-thin at o. 

PROOF. We can prove， by an ar伊 ments也illarto LEMMA 2， that So( F，N) is contained 
in So(F，G) when G and Nsa白骨thedomination principle and GくN.

The complete maximum principle asserts that 1 ES( G) n S( N). F being N-thin at o， 1 is in 

So(F，N) and hence in So(F，G). 
Therefore F is G-thin atδ. 
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